Online Family Contract
1. I understand that my parents set boundaries for anything that I do online because they love me.
2. I understand that “online” can mean computers, mobile phones, apps, game consoles, televisions and any other
device or program that can connect to the internet.
3. I agree that our family’s online rules apply to any electronic device I use or view anywhere.
4. I understand that my parents will use parental controls to protect the devices that I use from dangerous or
inappropriate content and I will not tamper with, disable or bypass these controls.
5. I agree to obey the rules that my parents set to avoid content is inappropriate or dangerous even if I am at not at
home.
6. I will immediately tell my parents if I see or read something that scares me, seems inappropriate or that I know my
parents wouldn’t want me to see.
7. I will not create an account online without their permission.
8. I understand that my parents will monitor any account I have because it is one of their responsibilities as a parent.
9. I agree to give my parents all user names and passwords but never give them to anyone else, even my best friend.
10. I will not download software programs, pictures or music files etc. that have not been approved by my parents first.
11. I will not give out my last name, address, phone number, email address, the name of my school, where my parents
work, their phone numbers or any similar personal information without getting my parents’ permission first.
12. I will not talk to or message with people that I do not already know in “real life” unless I have my parents’
permission. I will never meet with anyone I have talked to or messaged with online without asking my parents and
getting their permission first.
13. I understand that ANYTHING that I post or text could be seen anywhere in the world and can never be completely
deleted. I will never text or post anything that my parents would not want the whole world to see.
14. I will never post a picture or a video of myself online without my parents’ permission.
15. I will be respectful to other people online.
16. I will not click on an email attachment from someone I don’t know or click on any pop-up, link in a message or email
that says that I have won something or anything else that sounds too good to be true.
I understand that having technology is a privilege and a responsibility and if I break this contract or any of the online
rules my parents set I will lose the privilege of using all or some devices for an indefinite amount of time. I also
understand that continued complaining about this contract or online rules may also result in the loss of my technology
privileges.
I, ____________________________ agree to the above.

I, _____________________________ agree to the above.

_________________________________
Child’s Signature

___________________________________
Parent’s Signature
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